Abstract. The analytical solution is obtained for two-dimensional creeping flow generated by a source-sink combination located on a spatially periodic boundary. Separation is found to occur when the source and sink are located on concave regions of the boundary. The velocity profile of the two-dimensional Poiseuille flow for a channel is compared to that of the circle problem and the rough channel obtained from the analytical solution. It is found that the mid-channel velocity (or pressure gradient) of the rough case is greater (less) than that of the circle problem. §1. Introduction. The study of viscous flow through a corrugated pipe has received considerable interest in the fields of meteorology and chemical engineering due to its usage to model flow over rough topography and in porous media respectively. The reader is referred to [1] [2] [3] for literature in these areas.
§2. Boundary geometry. The mapping considered here will be the fluted column transformation (see [7] and [8] ) z = x + iy = re =<,+£<, , (2.1)
for n > 1 , where C = pe"^, 0</?< 1, -71 < <f> < n.
2)
It is conformal in |£| < 1 for |e|(n + 1) < 1 and maps |f| < 1 from the C-plane to a compact region with a corrugated boundary of n peaks between r -1 ± e in the z-plane. (2.1) implies x -pcosej) +ep"+lcos(n + y = psmcj) + ep"+isin(n + \)(j>. It can be shown that the boundary (p = 1) is always smooth, but as |e| -> 1 j{n + 1) there are points that appear which approach the shape of a cusp pointing towards the center. In particular the boundary is convex for |e| < 1 /(n + 1) ; however for 1 /(« +1) < |e| < 1 /(« + 1) smooth concavities appear. It is easily shown that the curvature at the peak of a cusp is K = JM**l£l. (2.5)
(1 -|e|(n+ I))2
For odd n {e > 0, e -> l/(«+l)) one cusp appears on the x-axis. For even n there is either no cusp on the x-axis (e > 0), or a cusp at the points of intersection of the boundary with the x-axis (e < 0, e -► -l/(« + 1)). So three cases are considered for (2.1); (i) odd n , ££/,, (ii) even n , e £ /, , (iii) even n , e e h ■ §3. The flow problem and method of solution. For steady two-dimensional Stokes flow, the governing Stokes equations in nondimensional form are V2{q = Vp, (3.1a) V-£ = 0, (3.1b) where q_ is the velocity field, and p is the pressure field of the flow respectively. A Stokes stream function y -i//(x, y) is introduced as q_ = curl(y/£), (3.2) where k is a unit vector perpendicular to the plane of motion, so that (3.1b) is automatically satisfied. Substituting (3.2) into (3.1a) and taking the curl of both sides or eliminating the pressure field gives V> = 0, (3.3a)
where V2 = *1 + *1 V4 = (V2)2 1 ax1 By2' ' 1 • Using the fluted column transformation, the appropriate boundary conditions for a line source and sink located on the boundary intersecting the x-axis are i//(1, 0) = Msgncp, y/p(l, <p) = 0, -n < 4> < n, (3.3b) which are the no-seepage (except at source and sink) and no-slip boundary conditions of the problem respectively. To solve (3.3a,b), set if/ = y/Q + such that
Note that the solution of the Laplace equation is invariant under a conformal mapping, i.e., V^V0 = 0, and hence V*i//() = 0 . Then the corresponding boundary value problem for is
The solution of (3.4), easily obtained by standard techniques, is
Now a suitable solution of (3.5) can be chosen, by using the fact that y/( 1 , <f>) is an odd function. f -B -e(B -B ), 1 < m < n -1,
Bm + e[(n + 1 )Bn+m -(n + 1 -m)Bn_J = ^((-l)m -1), 1 < m < n -1, W{p,4) = v)y/X fdxdtp^ 1 dx <90, ^ (dy d(j>2 ^ 1 dy d(p2Î dp dp p2 d(f> d0 / I dp dp p2 d(p d(f) J Combining (3.11a) and (3.11c) gives co(p, 0; e) in general. The boundary vorticity is, in particular, n , , 4M
tt( 1 -e2{n + 1)2)(1 + 2e(n + l)cos«0 + e2{n + l)2)
-2(1 -e2(n + l)3)sin0 + e(n + l)((n -2)sin(« + 0 -(n + 2)sin(w -1)0) 1 2 sin2 0 J (3.12) Separation near the boundary can be detected by determining the zeros of co{ 1 , 0; e) or of the bracket on the right-hand side of (3.12). The fluid velocity at the midchannel and the pressure gradient dp/dx along the x-axis, for even n , are found to be
where n -2k for k e N. Finally, the pressure gradient in the x-direction along the _y-axis, for the same cases of n e N, is dp _ j 1 + e(« + 1 )p"cos((n + 1 )(f>) dx -1 1 +2e(n + 1 )p" + e2(n + \)2p2n For flow between two planes extended to infinity, i.e., two-dimensional Poiseuille flow for a channel, the known result is ux{y) = -™(y2~ J)' px = ~™-(3.18) §4. Odd n; convex source and concave sink (e e /,). It was observed that for all n > 1 , e > 1 /(n + l)2, vortices near the source appeared (see Fig. 1 ). For n = 1 this has already been observed for a similar problem found in [10] . These vortices extend near the source as e -► (n + l)-1 , eventually reaching it in the limit. Note that on the boundary mid-way between the source and sink, for n > 5 , there appear regions of very low fluid velocity, or "stagnation." They occur for moderate to large values of e where l/(n + 1) < e < l/(n + 1). e = 0.45 e = 0.21 e = 0.16 e = 0.122 Fig. 1 . Some solutions for n = 1,3,5,7. §5. Even n ; convex source and sink (e e I{). For small n , e > 0, no separation of flow occurs (Fig. 2) . For the case n = 2 this is expected (see [6] ). For n > 4 regions of stagnant flow appear. The common feature of these geometries is that fluid enters and escapes the region from convex walls. e = 0.31 e = 0.19 e = 0.12 e = 0.09 Fig. 2 . Some solutions for e > 0 and n = 2,4,6,8. §6. Even n ; concave source and sink (e e I2). (i) General discussion. As in the odd n case there are always vortices for e < -1 /(« + l)2, but a new phenomenon occurs (Fig. 3) . There is always a sufficient e, in the range (-(« + l)-1, -{n + 1)~2) for which an eddy from the source and an eddy from the sink meet to form one large free eddy, with two vortices interior (separatrix). A jet of fluid is formed running from the source to sink which occupies a narrow region and outside of which all fluid stays inside the pipe. This is a large class of boundary value problems containing a flow divider (see [10] ). It is instructive to consider the case n -4. This is a model for a stenotic channel with concave source and sink. The flow is much different than the stenotic channel with convex source and sink though, since vortices appear in this case.
(ii) Effect of stenosis. To see the formation of the vortices, consider the diagrams in Fig. 4 , for n -4. One can also follow the transition by considering the boundary vorticity (see Fig. 5 ). Note that at the limiting value e = -(4 + 1)~2 = -0.04, the sign of the vorticity changes abruptly at cj) -0, n. It was observed that for the same curvature of source and sink the channel with stenosis (i.e., concave boundary points at </> = |, 4p) experienced the formation of a free eddy later as n gets larger. Hence this geometry hinders the formation of large vortices as n increases. This s = 0.31 e = 0.19 e = 0.12 e = 0.09 phenomenon also occurs for large n . A comparison of four different n values is given in Fig. 6 where the curvature of the concave source and sink is k = 100. §7. Large n . For large n the boundary approaches the shape of a circle. For |e| ~ (n + 1)~' there is always some "roughness" of the surface. This has an effect on the fluid flow, as the boundary vorticity plots Fig. 8(a-c) indicate. It is clear though that the most important aspect affecting the pattern of the fluid flow is the shape of the source and sink (see Figs. 1,2, 3, and 7) . §8. Approximate model of flow in a rough channel. An approximate model for pipe flow is found by considering n large and even, with e > 0. Then the region Jt e (-<5, 8) for e < S < 1 simulates the creeping flow in a corrugated channel (Fig.   9 ).
The mid-channel velocity profile of the two dimensional Poiseuille flow for a channel is compared to that of the circle problem and the rough channel (n = 20 with smooth boundary at (f) = n/2, and n = 22 with cusp on boundary at $ = n/2) in Fig. 10 . Both the circular and corrugated boundaries give rise to an increase in 8 8 mid-channel velocity at y = 0, but the presence of corrugations on the boundary gives the highest mid-channel velocity at y = 0. However, a deviation of the mid-channel velocity at the boundary (see Fig. 11 ) for the circle problem and rough channel only occurs inside a cusp. The result is qualitatively similar to that found in Fig. 2 the circle and corrugated boundaries at y = 0, x e (-<J, <5), as e increases. Also, the presence of corrugations gives the lowest pressure gradient at mid-channel. This result is compatible with that found for the mid-channel velocity. So it is conjectured that for the same amount of flux the mid-channel velocity is increased (or the pressure gradient at mid-channel is decreased) with the presence of corrugations. for 1 < m < n -1 .
